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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to install new City of West Fargo (“City”) infrastructure (“Improvements”)
to service the proposed plat Westview 4th Addition (Property) as petitioned by Mike Graham of Oakridge
Office Condos, LLC (Developer) and approved by the Commission on July 6, 2020. For related
information, see the following exhibits: “Assessment District Map”, “Westview 4th Addition” preliminary
plat. The proposed plat is a commercial development north of 40th Avenue East and consists of 22
commercial lots.

The purpose of the engineer’s report is to establish the general nature, purpose, and feasibility of the
proposed Improvements as well as to estimate the probable costs of the Improvements. Additionally,
this report will discuss the existing City infrastructure and condition of the Property, the need for the
Improvements, preliminary opinions of costs and recommendations for City Improvements associated
with the Property.

1. EXISTING FACILITIES
1.1. Land Use
The Property is currently platted and zone a planned unit development (PUD) and is currently
undeveloped. With the south side of the property abutting the 40th Avenue S. right‐of‐way, this
development is also considered a Corridor Overlay. The property is proposed to be subdivided from
a single commercial lot into 22 smaller commercial lots in the location shown on the preliminary
plat.

1.2. City Infrastructure
Infrastructure located within the 4th Street E. right‐of‐way are able to provide and adequately
service the proposed property. Connections to the existing sanitary sewer, water and storm sewer
systems are shown on the General Layout included in the Appendix.
Additionally, there is a substantial stockpile of what is assumed to be mostly of clay. It is our
understanding this stockpile is owned by the City and will be used as needed on the project to
achieve necessary elevations for drainage and other purposes with the remaining exported from the
site.
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2. NEED FOR PROJECT
The Developer’s market analysis has determined a new style of development is necessary which has
resulted in the replatting the property. The new “style” of development is what the developer has in
Oak Ridge 11th Addition as well as Oak Ridge 18th Addition and has proven to be successful which is
requiring additional lots.

3. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
The existing infrastructure in this area is adequate to service the property. Sanitary sewer, water main,
storm sewer and street systems will be connected to and continued within the property. All proposed
improvements will be installed per City standards and specifications. The following is further
information relating to the different design aspects assumed to be designed and constructed in
conjunction with the development of this property.

3.1. Sanitary Sewer
All sanitary sewer mains will be PVC pipe designed and constructed in accordance with City of West
Fargo design standards and will be a diameter of 8 inches with 6 inch services extended in to the
properties.

3.2. Water Main
All water main will be PVC C900 and will be designed and constructed in accordance with City of
West Fargo design standards and will have a diameter of 8 inches with 1 inch service lines extended
in to the properties. Fire hydrants will also be installed in order to assist with fire protection of the
property.

3.3. Storm Sewer
Storm sewer under roadways will be Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RCP) of various sizes to collect runoff
in the streets and flows will be directed in to the existing pipe that conveys storm water west to the
4th St. E. system which flows north in to the Shadow Creek pond system. Runs for rear yard inlets
may be High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe.
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3.4. Streets
The new streets to be constructed in Westview 4th Addition are intended to be 8” concrete driveway
on top of a 9” aggregate base. The width of the streets as proposed in the preliminary plans is to be
24’ wide, within the Utility and Access Easement. The Developer may decide to install the parking
areas adjacent to the proposed streets. If this decision is made, the width of the concrete street
would be widened to accommodate the parking. This decision will need to be made during the
design process.

3.5. Sidewalks
There is no proposed installation of new sidewalk on this project. In order to complete the water
main loop, it will need to be connected to 4th St. E. on the west side of the project which will require
the removal and replacement of the 10’ multi‐use path along 4th St. E. Approximately 20’ of multi‐
use path will be removed for the connection of this water main.

4. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Given the nature and history of this site being a fill in development for the area, it has been determined
that the proposed design submitted with the new proposed Westview 4th Addition plat and the utility
and roadway infrastructure as called out in this report is selected as the only alternative. No additional
alternatives were evaluated in conjunction with this report.

5. RIGHT‐OF‐WAY
For the purposes of this report, the preliminary plat was given a cursory review and the following items
were identified.

5.1. Easements
The easements shown in the preliminary plat are 24’ in width. This is not adequate to provide 10’ of
separation between the sanitary sewer, water main and storm sewer utilities and allowing enough
room to maintain these utilities in the future. With only 24’ in easement width the utilities that are
constructed 10’ off of centerline would only be 2’ from the easement line.
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As with previous similar developments, it is recommended that the easement width be widened out
to a minimum of 30’ which would give a minimal amount of 5’ of room for future maintenance.
In addition to this, additional easement will be needed from lots 1 and 9 to accommodate
infrastructure through the curve entering the property. Per the landscape plan that was included in
the August 6, 2020 Commission packet, these locations are to remain greenspace so this easement
accommodation should not have any effect on the proposed building sites.

6. IMPROVEMENT COSTS AND FUNDING
The following is a discussion on both the estimated improvement costs for the proposed improvements
as well as a discussion of existing and pending assessments to the property from other previous
improvements.

6.1. Proposed Improvement Costs and Funding
It is assumed that the proposed project would involve constructing private concrete streets and City
of West Fargo utilities consisting of sanitary sewer, water and storm sewer improvements. The total
project cost is estimated to be $1,300,000. The Improvements are intended to be funded through
the special assessment district ‘Sewer, Water, Storm and Street Improvement District No. 1332’
which is described in the Assessment District Boundary Map as the proposed 22 lots contained
within the Westview 4th Addition Development. This allocation results in an estimated average of
$59,090 in proposed special assessments per lot.
Please note that there is some variation in areas of the proposed lots. For the purposes of this
report it is assumed that the costs associated with the development of this parcel will be divided
evenly amongst the newly created 22 parcels within the Westview 4th Addition Development.
A detailed Preliminary Engineer’s Opinion of Probable Cost has been provided in Appendix B.

6.2. Existing and Pending Special Assessments
The parent property parcel pin number for the proposed Westview 4th Addition plat is 02‐5231‐
00010‐000 and it currently has $314,648.41 in existing special assessments for Districts 1189, 1202,
1219, 1243, 1244, 1259, 2182, 2189, 2193, 2216, 2232, 2233, 2239, 4039, 4046, and 2011‐1. The
parent parcel also has an estimated $44,164 in pending specials for the District 2250 Sheyenne
Street project. After platting into the proposed 22 lots, there is an estimated average of $14,302 per
6

lot in existing assessments and $2,007 in pending assessments with some lots having more or less
depending on individual lot differences and benefit allocation.
In summary, there are a total of 22 lots being platted within the Westview 4th Development to be
specially assessed. Combining the proposed improvement assessed costs with the existing and pending
special assessments equates to an estimated average special assessment amount of $75,400 per lot.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed Improvements are necessary to service the Property and are intended to be in accordance
with the City of West Fargo design standards for public improvements. Additionally, the Improvements
generally fall in line with previous design assumptions as well as the overall master plan to service the
development and property.

Based on the information contained within this report, we recommend approval of the Improvements as
presented.
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